**KELLY AEROSPACE INDIVIDUAL HARNESS LEADS**

The leads are made with our industry leading Kelly Aerospace red ignition harness wire cut 72 inches in length with available 5/8 or 3/4 spark plug termination. Shipping with the leads is an attachment kit with magneto attachment hardware for both Slick and Bendix/CMI magsets. Trim to fit.

Kelly E100-72 Trim To Fit Lead 72” 3/4 Lead Assy W/ Elbow........P/N 08-13222........$116.75
Kelly E200-72 Trim To Fit 72” 5/8 Lead Assy W/ Elbow........P/N 08-13223........$116.75
Kelly S100-72 72” 3/4 Lead Assy Straight........P/N 08-13224........$108.75
Kelly S200-72 72” 5/8 Lead Assy Straight........P/N 08-13225........$108.75

---

**PLATED STEEL NUT:** Steel nuts offer superior strength compared to aluminum nuts and reduce the potential for galling during installation FAA/PMA APPROVED FOR: Franklin - Teledyne Continental Motors - Textron Lycoming .ABRASION AND HEAT RESISTANT: The abrasion resistant red polymer cover has been engineered specifically for the high-temperature environment of reciprocating engines. UNIQUE SPRING DESIGN: Hartzell ignition harness incorporates a negative-pitch spring design (the coil springs unwind allowing the coil spring to lie flat against the spark plug electrode, providing 360 contact. Ignition energy is maximized and flashover is reduced to a minimum. REPLACEABLE CONTACT SPRINGS: Replacement springs are available separately saving you time and money when a field repair is necessary. STRAIGHT AND CLOCKABLE 90 DEGREE STEEL ELBOW LEADS AVAILABLE: You have the option of using straight or clockable 90° elbow leads to make the installation neat and easy. PERFORMANCE - Plus: Using a tinned-copper, nickel plated braid shielding substantially reduces EMI and combined with a very flexible 19 strand conductor of stainless steel wire provides the ultimate in wire conductivity and ease of installation.

**NOTE: PART NUMBERING SYSTEM AND CROSS REFERENCE:** The part numbering system is “user Friendly” for quickly cross-referencing to both Champion and Unison Harnesses. The “KA1” prefix is equivalent to the Champion “CH” or the Unison “M” with the balance of the part number remaining the same. Add the suffix “E” to the part number to designate the 90 degree steel elbow terminations whenever ordering an “Elbow” harness. (EXAMPLE: KA12121E).

---

**FOR A COMPLETE APPLICATION CHART PLEASE VISIT WWW.AIRCRAFTSPRUCE.COM**